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Know Your VCS-413 Certification Well: 

The VCS-413 is best suitable for candidates who want to gain knowledge in the 

Veritas eDiscovery. Before you start your VCS-413 preparation you may struggle 

to get all the crucial eDiscovery Platform Administration materials like VCS-413 

syllabus, sample questions, study guide. 

But don't worry the VCS-413 PDF is here to help you prepare in a stress free 

manner. 

The PDF is a combination of all your queries like- 

 What is in the VCS-413 syllabus? 

 How many questions are there in the VCS-413 exam? 

 Which Practice test would help me to pass the VCS-413 exam at the first 

attempt? 

Passing the VCS-413 exam makes you Veritas Certified Specialist (VCS) - 

eDiscovery. Having the eDiscovery Platform Administration certification opens 

multiple opportunities for you. You can grab a new job, get a higher salary or simply 

get recognition within your current organization. 

Veritas VCS-413 eDiscovery Platform Administration 

Certification Details: 

Exam Name Veritas Certified Specialist (VCS) - eDiscovery 

Exam Code VCS-413 

Exam Price $225 (USD) 

Duration 105 mins 

Number of Questions 75-85 

Passing Score 69% 

Books / Training 
Veritas eDiscovery Platform 8.2: For Administrators 

Veritas eDiscovery Platform 8.2: For Users 

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE 

Sample Questions Veritas eDiscovery Platform Administration Sample Questions  

Practice Exam Veritas VCS-413 Certification Practice Exam  

http://www.edusum.com
https://home.pearsonvue.com/veritas
https://www.edusum.com/veritas/veritas-ediscovery-platform-administration-vcs-413-certification-sample-questions
https://www.edusum.com/veritas/vcs-413-administration-veritas-ediscovery-platform-82-administrators
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VCS-413 Syllabus: 

Topic Details 

System Administration 

- Explain the core features and functionality of Veritas 

eDiscovery Platform and communicate its benefits. 

- Describe the components of the installation prerequisites, and 

the process for installing/upgrading and configuring Veritas 

eDiscovery Platform. 

- Describe which components require backup, how to recover, 

or how to configure the Veritas eDiscovery Platform. 

Legal Hold 

- Given a scenario, describe the procedures for creating and 

managing legal hold notices, including but not limited to; 

immediate and scheduled delivery, reminders, escalations, 

Notice Library, Mail-Merge, tracking, reporting, and releasing. 

- Describe custodian management, including but not limited to; 

the custodian portal, surveys, survey response reports, and 

audit reports. 

- Describe legal hold notice architecture, including but not 

limited to; Active Directory Integration and legal hold 

configuration. 

Identification and 

Collection 

- Describe the Interactive Data Map functionality, including but 

not limited to; mapping custodians to data sources, identifying 

potential sources of data, creating connections to sources, 

searching and browsing data by group, custodian, or data type. 

- Describe the integrations with Enterprise Vault and Enterprise 

Vault.cloud, including but not limited to; Enterprise Vault Direct 

Collector, Enterprise Vault Collection Filters, and preserving in 

Enterprise Vault. 

- Identify the correct collector and filter to use, including but 

not limited to; Network Collector, On-site Collector, Extended 

SharePoint Collections, Metadata filters, Keyword filters, 

Collection filters, Office 365, and Collection Scheduler. 

- Identify when to perform full collections, incremental 

collections or use collection templates and prepare data for 

processing with Veritas eDiscovery Platform. 

- Confirm data collection and perform basic troubleshooting 

using Data Verification, Collection History, Microsoft Rights 

Management System and Environment Support and Collection 

Analytics. 

Pre-processing, 

Processing, Search and 

Analysis 

- Performing pre-processing and processing, including but not 

limited to; setting up and performing discovery on data, 

configuring pre-processing options, applying processing 

http://www.edusum.com
https://keyword-plus.com/s/?q=Library
https://keyword-plus.com/s/?q=Office
https://keyword-plus.com/s/?q=History
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Topic Details 

settings, exceptions, jobs, troubleshooting, deduplication, Load 

File Import, Load File Configurator, and providing various 

language support. 

- Describe the various search features, including but not limited 

to; search preview, search filters, search reports, saving 

searches, concept search, audio search, freeform search, and 

Automation Rules. 

- Describe the various keyword search features, including but 

not limited to; search syntax, transparent search, multi-

keyword searches, and advanced searches. 

- Performing analysis on search results, including but not 

limited to; discussion threads, find similar, participant analytics, 

term analytics, and near-duplicate identification. 

Review and Production 

- Applying review concepts, including but not limited to; 

creating and managing tag lists, creating and managing folder 

lists, performing bulk-tagging operations, using Near-Native 

viewer, performing redaction and auto-redaction, smart 

sampling, and review reporting. 

- Performing production and export, including but not limited 

to; native and image-based productions, Bates stamping, 

integrated production folders, export and production 

management, slip sheets, Metadata Exports, Native-Only 

Exports, Production Export, and export and production 

scalability. 

- Describe Transparent Predictive Coding, best practices, and 

sample workflows. 

System and Case 

Management and 

Reporting 

- Managing cases, including but not limited to; create new 

cases, case analytics, create and manage access groups, multi-

case architecture, configuration, and eDiscovery Dashboard. 

- Using the reporting functionality in Veritas eDiscovery 

Platform, including but not limited to; lifecycle reporting, audit 

trail reporting, and activity reporting. 

- Describe system management, including but not limited to; 

Clearwell Utility, Clearwell Commander, system settings, Veritas 

eDiscovery Platform services, distributed architecture (including 

sub-nodes, utility nodes, cluster master, and case home) and 

backup and restore. 

- Managing users and custodians. 

http://www.edusum.com
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Veritas VCS-413 Sample Questions: 

Question: 1  

Which feature should be disabled prior to installing Veritas eDiscovery Platform 8.2? 

a) Printer Spooler Service 

b) Windows Search 

c) Indexing Services 

d) Windows Error Reporting 

 Answer: a 

Question: 2  

Which step in the Veritas eDiscovery Platform 8.2 Legal Hold Workflow creates containers for 

the preservation of custodian data? 

a) Populating the Employee List 

b) Legal Holds & Notices 

c) Custodian View/Response 

d) Reporting 

 Answer: b 

Question: 3  

A customer has implemented the Veritas eDiscovery Platform 8.2 and needs to collect from the 

Enterprise Vault 12.x system. The initial connection from the eDiscovery system to the 

Enterprise Vault fails. What are two likely causes? 

(Select two.) 

a) The eDiscovery property esa.icp.ev.contentRetriever.readTimeout is set incorrectly. 

b) The version of the installed Enterprise Vault API run time on the eDiscovery system 

mismatches the Enterprise Vault server version. 

c) The Enterprise Vault collector license is missing. 

d) The EsaEVCrawlerService is running with an account that has insufficient permissions 

for the archives in Enterprise Vault. 

e) An incorrect collection method has been chosen in the system configuration. 

 Answer: b, d 

  

http://www.edusum.com
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Question: 4  

Where can the progress of a processing job be monitored? 

a) on the Case home, select the Activity Report 

b) on the System admin page, go to Session 

c) from the server’s desktop, go to the Clearwell Commander utility 

d) on the Case home, select the Processing tab under Processing Status 

 Answer: d 

Question: 5  

A hold in place can be applied to which data source using the Veritas eDiscovery Platform 8.2? 

a) Microsoft SharePoint 

b) Microsoft Exchange 

c) Symantec Enterprise Vault 

d) Lotus Domino 

Answer: c 

Question: 6  

How does Veritas eDiscovery Platform 8.2 manage punctuation when building an index? 

a) eDiscovery indexes some punctuation characters but does NOT index other characters. 

b) eDiscovery does NOT index any punctuation characters. 

c) eDiscovery indexes all punctuation characters in email messages, but no punctuation 

characters in loose files. 

d) eDiscovery indexes all punctuation characters. 

 Answer: b 

Question: 7  

Where can a Case Manager create various charts and reports to monitor review productivity, 

progress toward deadlines, and other metrics? 

a) Case Home > Track list 

b) System > Support Features > Review Report 

c) Analysis and Review > Dashboard 

d) Jobs > Reviewer Progress job 

 Answer: c 

http://www.edusum.com
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Question: 8  

Which option is invalid for Metadata export? 

a) Production Option 

b) Metadata Fields 

c) Format 

d) Output 

 Answer: a 

Question: 9  

Which backup method ensures all Veritas eDiscovery Platform 8.2 user accounts and 

permissions are saved? 

a) Case Backup 

b) System Backup 

c) Appliance Backup 

d) Node Backup 

 Answer: d 

Question: 10  

What is the maximum number of tags allowed in Configuring Review Dashboard Statistics? 

a) 10 

b) 25 

c) 50 

d) 75 

 Answer: c 

  

http://www.edusum.com
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Study Guide to Crack Veritas eDiscovery Platform 

Administration VCS-413 Exam: 

● Getting details of the VCS-413 syllabus, is the first step of a study plan. This 

pdf is going to be of ultimate help. Completion of the syllabus is must to pass 

the VCS-413 exam. 

● Making a schedule is vital. A structured method of preparation leads to 

success. A candidate must plan his schedule and follow it rigorously to attain 

success. 

● Joining the Veritas provided training for VCS-413 exam could be of much 

help. If there is specific training for the exam, you can discover it from the 

link above. 

● Read from the VCS-413 sample questions to gain your idea about the actual 

exam questions. In this PDF useful sample questions are provided to make 

your exam preparation easy. 

● Practicing on VCS-413 practice tests is must. Continuous practice will make 

you an expert in all syllabus areas. 

 

Reliable Online Practice Test for VCS-413 Certification 

Make EduSum.com your best friend during your Administration of Veritas eDiscovery 

Platform 8.2 for Administrators exam preparation. We provide authentic practice 

tests for the VCS-413 exam. Experts design these online practice tests, so we can 

offer you an exclusive experience of taking the actual VCS-413 exam. We guarantee 

you 100% success in your first exam attempt if you continue practicing regularly. 

Don’t bother if you don’t get 100% marks in initial practice exam attempts. Just 

utilize the result section to know your strengths and weaknesses and prepare 

according to that until you get 100% with our practice tests. Our evaluation makes 

you confident, and you can score high in the VCS-413 exam. 

 

Start Online practice of VCS-413 Exam by visiting URL 

https://www.edusum.com/veritas/vcs-413-administration-veritas-

ediscovery-platform-82-administrators 
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